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Winsteps 3.65.0 Enhancements and Bug Fixes - April 2008 

 Enhancements to Tables and Plots 

1. Cosmetic: Table 1 etc. - MAP - positioned better 

 

2. Tables 3.1, Table 28, Table 29 
Include extreme persons in item summary, and extreme items 
in person summary 

 

3.  
Table 3.1 
Log-likelihood chi-square displayed with degrees of freedom 
and probability. 

 

4. Cosmetic: Table 3.2 duplicative word “ITEM” removed 

 

5. Table 6, Table 10 and all measure Tables. 
Corrected summary statistics for mean and standard 
deviation when TOTALSCORE=YES. 

 

6. TABLE 14.3 & DISFILE=   

Additional “VALUE” column for recounted responses. 

Percentages based on relevant responses (non-missing or 

all). 

Correlations: Responses scored ‘Missing’ are correlated 

with all responses. Responses scored 0-254 are 

correlated with responses scores 0-254. 
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7. Table 23 and Table 24:  
Improved variance decomposition table: 
1. based on raw residuals 
2. includes person and item variances 

 

8. Bug fix: Table 23 and Table 24: 
PCA - two column format correction 

 

9. Tables 27 and 28, summary statistics for extreme+non-
extreme and extreme only measures. 
PSUBTOTAL= 
ISUBTOTAL= 

 

10. Table 30, Table 31, Table 33 
Bug fix: DIF, DPF, DGF: estimation convergence adjustment 

to allow for more precise DIF significance estimates (t-

values). 
 

 

11. Table 30, Table 31, Table 33 
Bug fix: Table-line sort-order resolved 

 

12. Table 30, Table 31, Table 33. Probability computations 
improved. 
1. Persons with extreme scores on the instrument. These are 
omitted from the DIF investigation. 
 
2. Groups of persons with extreme scores on an item (e.g., all 
girls succeed on item 3). These are included in the DIF 
investigation. They are indicated by < (zero score) or > 
(perfect score) after the estimate. 
 
Previously, the user could select these behaviors, but 
experience has shown that these settings make the most 
sense. 
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13. Plots: DIF, DPF, DGF plot titles revised to match Tables 30, 
31, 33. 

 

14. Table 32: “;SDELQU=” so that Table 32 can be pasted 

directly into a new control file 

 

 Output Table Display improved 

15. ASCII = No, Yes, Webpage 
for better Output Table display 
 with supporting webpage fonts and adjustments to 
Winsteps.ini 
 

 

16. Ascii = Yes, with font Courier New 

 

17. Ascii=No, with font Letter Gothic (installed with Winsteps) 

 

18. Ascii=Webpage, with font Lucida Console 
(Andale Mono is installed with Winsteps) 
HTML file displayed with your Internet Browser 
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19. Automatically display output Table on estimation completion if 
requested in the Control file or Extra specifications. 

 

 Control Variable enhancements 

20. CUTLO= and CUTHI= now allow complete response strings 
and are compatible with USCALE=  

21. Bug fix: processing of GROUPS=123 and GROUPS=* 

corrected at the DOS prompt or Extra Specifications 

Could cause a crash 

22. IWEIGHT=  
now allows all items to be weighted=0 when a person is 
anchored. 

 

23. Bug fix: MAKEKEY= now allows blank codes MAKEKEY = “ ” 

24. SIFILE=  
simulation has more control variables, supporting batch 
processing: 
SICOMPLETE = for complete or matching data pattern 
SIEXTREME= allow extreme scores to be simulated 
SINUMBER= number of simulated data files to produce 
SISEED= seed number for random number generator  

 Graphing 

25. Graphing: button to display Legend on graphs 

 

26. Bug fix: Graphing: inoperative non-uniform DIF slider 

corrected. 

 

 Data importing and File handling 
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27. Revised Welcome dialog to include Excel/S-S-S 

 

28. Excel/S-S-S dialog box 

 

29. Bug fix: SPSS input file conversion. Prevent failure if 

nothing after the selected fields in the field selection 

box. 

 

30. Dialog box filters: corrected to make more meaningful listing 
of suffixes 

 

 Winsteps Help 

31. Help file in Windows Vista-compatible HTMLHelp “.chm” 
format. Now 400+ pages. 

 

 


